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Co-ordinator’s comment
Cambridge is growing. New
developments in North and North-West
Cambridge, Trumpington, Great
Kneighton and Northstowe will bring
needed housing to Cambridge. On the
Addenbrooke's site, AstraZeneca and
Papworth Hospital are moving jobs to
Cambridge and Jesus College is
proposing a new science park on the
southern fringe.

If you like what you see in this newsletter, add your
voice to those of our 1,100 members by joining the
Campaign.
Membership costs are low:
£7.50 individual
£3.50 unwaged
£12 household
For this, you get six newsletters a year, discounts at a
large number of bike shops, and you will be supporting
our work.
Join now on-line at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up in 1995 to
voice the concerns of cyclists. We are not a cycling club,
but a voluntary organisation promoting cycling for
public benefit and representing the concerns of cyclists
in and around Cambridge.
Registered charity number 1138098
Our meetings, open to all, are on the first Tuesday of
each month, 7.30pm for 8.00pm until 10.00pm at the
Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge.

Elected Committee Members
and Trustees 2013-2014
Chair (and Charity Chair) – Martin Lucas-Smith
Co-ordinator (and Charity Secretary) – Hester Wells
Treasurer (and Charity Treasurer) – Chris Dorling
Membership Secretary – David Earl
Newsletter Editor – Monica Frisch
Planning Officer – Vacant
Events Officer – Simon Nuttall

But along with benefits, growth also
brings problems, especially to an
already stretched road network.
Obviously, as a campaign, we view
cycling as part of the solution to this
concern. Space-efficient, predictable,
door-to-door transport: cycling brings
benefits both to individuals and the city.
New developments should be an
opportunity to get cycling facilities right
from the start. The physical constraints
of the existing road network which force
compromises on improvements for
cycling shouldn't exist in the same way
when building from scratch. It should be
the perfect opportunity to demonstrate
how to build wide, uninterrupted trafficfree cycle routes, or provide ample,
secure and convenient cycle parking.
New developments could provide a
shining example of how cycling
infrastructure could be done in the UK,
building appetite for better in the rest of
the city, and providing practical
examples of how it can work. Advice and
guidance are in the new edition of
Making Space for Cycling: A guide for new
developments and street renewals.
Sadly, our ambitions are rarely matched
by developers.

Press Officer – Robin Heydon

Too often we find that new
developments, while trying to push their
cycling credentials, fail on the most basic
provision. Papworth Hospital has
proposed cycle parking on double-decker
racks, at the back of the building, for only
23% of staff, while setting the building in
spacious grounds. The North West
Cambridge development, as explained
later in this newsletter, is creating
junctions as hostile to cycling as any in
Cambridge to connect the site to the rest
of the city.
It is hard to know how to prevent this.
Even early engagement does not protect
against poor design, which can originate
from people outside Cambridge who
don't understand the context and amount
of cycling in the city at rush hour.
When we went to public consultation for
the AstraZeneca site to complain about
cycle parking it was encouraging to hear
that they had already been told about the
problem by lots of other people and
would be changing their plans to reflect
that. The Campaign cannot exist in
isolation and we very much need our
members to add weight to the detailed
responses we give to developers.
Eventually, over time, someone might get
the message.
Hester Wells
Cover photo: a maze of staggered crossings
at the junction of Huntingdon Road and
Lawrence Weaver Road. See article on
page 6.

Web Officer – Neil Spenley
Under 25’s Officer – Vacant
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Notice and details of Annual General Meeting
This year's Annual General Meeting will be held on Tuesday
4 November, 7.30pm for 8pm (ending by 10pm), at the
Friends' Meeting House on Jesus Lane. All are very
welcome.

Our speaker this year
We are delighted to announce that Sir David Spiegelhalter
will be our speaker this year. Sir David is the Winton
Professor for the Public Understanding of Risk, University of
Cambridge. Amongst his other work he has co-written
papers on ‘Have London's roads become more dangerous
for cyclists?’ and ‘Bicycle helmets and the law’. He will be
speaking on whether cycling is risky. http://www.statslab.
cam.ac.uk/Dept/People/Spiegelhalter/davids.html

Formal AGM business
The business of the AGM will then follow, including
elections to the Committee.
Any motions for the AGM must reach the Chair via our usual
contact details by Tuesday, 7 October 2014. We will contact
members to give more information on the AGM shortly
afterwards.
Minutes of the last AGM will be sent to our members' email list a week in advance. Please let us know if you
require a paper copy.

Motions already submitted are:
(1) Proposals to change the membership fee structure,
with the goal of helping fund a campaign employee.
(2) Going Dutch: setting the Campaign's expectations of
cycle infrastructure in Cambridge.
For more details please see pages 4 and 5.

Elections
The AGM is the time at which a new committee, which
constitutes the Board of Trustees of the Charity, is elected.
The Committee represents the ‘front line’ of the Campaign.
On your behalf, members of the Committee assist with
consultation responses, attend meetings, and administer
aspects of the Campaign, all depending on the time they
can spare.
It is an excellent opportunity to become more involved in
the Campaign, promote cycling, learn about local
government, and make a real difference to the local quality
of life for all.
Every year all the committee posts, as listed below, are up
for election - please consider standing! All members of the
Campaign are allowed to vote.
If you want to stand for any of the positions, our rules
require that you have a proposer who will sign a note of
support before the start of the AGM. Please join us for this
important work.

The posts are as follows:
Chair (= Charity Chair)
Co-ordinator (= Charity Secretary)
Treasurer (= Charity Treasurer)
Membership Secretary
Liaison Officer
Planning Co-ordinator
Newsletter Editor
Events Officer
Recruitment Officer
Web and New Media Officer
Press Officer
Schools and Student Outreach Officer
Up to three General Campaigner posts; any posts
above remaining unfilled will become additional
general campaigner posts.
The General Campaigner posts are flexible to accommodate
your special interest or expertise. You can find out more
about the roles of the committee members at www.
camcycle.org.uk/about/charity/boardoftrustees/
Hester Wells, Co-ordinator
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Membership Secretary
I have been managing membership since the Cycling
Campaign started in 1995. Twenty years is long enough!
The technology we use is creaking under the weight of
antiquity and numbers, and I need to bring this into the
modern world. But it's hard to have the time to both run the
current system and make a new one - if current membership
is not updated regularly it becomes really hard to catch up!
So I am hoping one of you will step forward to become dayto-day Membership Secretary to give me the opportunity to
update the system and then pass it on. Please do consider
standing for this post at the AGM - and please do contact
me about what's involved any time.
David Earl

Newsletter Editor
The newsletter of has changed a lot since number 75,
December 2007-January 2008, the first one I edited. Now in
full colour, and on glossy rather than matt paper, it is still
A4 and still usually 20 or 24 pages. What has not changed is
its quality - a small group of hard-working volunteers
manages to produce a very professional-looking magazine,
with far fewer typographical errors than many papers, every
two months. Very many thanks to everyone who has helped
bring this about.
Now, after seven years and 41 issues, I feel it is time to let
someone new, with fresh ideas and more time and energy,
do future issues - not necessarily another 40! See
www.camcycle.org.uk/about/charity/boardoftrustees/ for a
brief job description, or contact me to discuss what is
entailed. Although I am standing down I shall be happy to
help and advise. But I am sure there is someone out there,
who will be able to continue helping the Campaign produce
its excellent newsletter.
Monica Frisch

.
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Why are we proposing to change the membership rates
The Campaign is in the fortunate position of being offered a
very large donation to help fund the costs of having an
employee and making the post sustainable. The donor has
quite rightly asked us to fund one-third of the costs, and we
have three years to do so. We need to raise £40,000. We have
investigated several fundraising options, and will be pursuing
them simultaneously. One of these is to increase membership
fees.
When compared to other similar organisations the membership
subscription is modest and has not been increased since
November 1999.

improving relationships with councillors and other
stakeholders such as professional drivers and the police.
Because many planning applications are long and complex
documents, another aspect of their work will be to undertake
some preparatory work, so that a volunteer can be better
briefed as well as being able to take on more cases. We have a
challenging job description that reflects the ambition of the
Campaign to make cycling more popular, safe and better
within the city and the surrounding villages.
Proposed membership rates for renewals after the AGM:
£3.50 Budget (no paper newsletter will normally be
provided)

The employee will be a constant and sustained presence who
will represent your needs. We also need help managing the
day-to-day running of the Campaign. By raising subscriptions to
increase our income, we can have a bigger impact in many
areas. Examples of activities we can expect a paid worker to do
include freeing volunteers from routine tasks so that they have
more time to campaign. We will improve communications to all
by creating a single point of contact with you and those we
work with. The employee will try to become self-sustaining by
applying for grants and undertaking consultancy. They will also
improve and organise our monthly meetings, for example by
giving good notice of who has agreed to speak and what is on
the agenda.

At the AGM there will be a motion to raise most of the
membership rates. While we recognise that paying more is not
possible for everyone and therefore the lowest tier remains
unchanged, the others have been increased to help raise the
required sum. We are fortunate that for every £1 that you pay
in a subscription, £2 will be ‘match funded’ by the donor and if
you use Gift Aid the impact will be even greater.

Other vital tasks include keeping track of deadlines and
maintaining a list of public consultations. The employee will
also work towards increasing membership of the Campaign and

A donation of this size is unlikely to recur, so please give the
proposal your support at the AGM.
John Hall

£17.50 Individual
£22.50 Household using current definition
£100 Donor (which could be either for an individual or a
whole household)

Cycle lights
As the clocks go back and the evenings - which are already
getting dark about 7.30pm - get darker, we are going to need
our bike lights, after several months of lovely light evenings.
Overnight on 25 October, sunset will shift from 5.44pm, which
is early enough, to 4.42pm, before most of us leave work. The
mornings will get lighter - sunrise will be at 6.44am on 26
October - which will help those with early starts. So, get out
your bike lights and check they are still working and, if
necessary, get them fixed or replaced.
Lights are a legal requirement - see our cycle lighting poster
for the details (on the website at www.camcycle.org.uk/
resources/lights/). Phil Lee's article in Newsletter 92 provides
lots of detail about the legislation and about different sorts of
bike light. Like all our newsletters, this is available on our
website.
If you are going to buy new bike lights, you might like to look
at the article on choosing bike lights in Newsletter 104, on our
website at www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/104/
article15.html, before you go out or online to order bike lights,
which can be surprisingly expensive. There are also various
reviews and articles available on the Internet. Don't risk an
accident by not being visible, and let's show that cyclists are
responsible and do use lights.
Monica Frisch
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Going Dutch: setting the Campaign's expectations of
cycle infrastructure in Cambridge - motion to our AGM
At the AGM, members will be asked to consider the following
motion which the Committee is putting forward:
Cambridge Cycling Campaign adopts its document ‘Making Space
For Cycling’ as formally defining the principles and standards
which we expect highways schemes and planning applications to
meet. This guide emphasises the need for high-quality cycle
infrastructure which is desirable for people of all ages and
abilities, and which will both encourage new people to cycle and
actively benefit those who already cycle. We will assess all
schemes against the principles and standards in the guide when
considering whether to give support.
We reviewed our new Making Space for Cycling document in
Newsletter 114. We have now issued it to every city councillor,
and will shortly do so to every county councillor and those in
key areas of South Cambridgeshire District Council.
The motion aims to provide, for the first time, a proper and
clear benchmark against which we judge highways schemes
and planning applications. Although we have been judging
such schemes against these principles for a year or so now,
this motion aims to give the Committee a more formal backing
when making its judgements, even if in some cases
compromise might still be required. The motion also aims to
signal to the county council the standards we want to see, so
that our responses to proposals are not unexpected.

Ben Hayward Cycles
closing their Trumpington
Street shop after 100 years
Following the closures of H. Drake and Howes Cycles in recent
years, this marks the end of an era of long-established
traditional bike shops operating from the centre of Cambridge.
Shops like these grew in the early days of cycling and survived
by providing a personal service to long-standing customers
who kept the same bike for many years.
Nowadays retailers have to compete with vast online sales
channels and customers’ habits are very different. Responding
to the changing market, Ben Hayward Cycles established a
branch in Horningsea in 2009. Business there has grown
whereas that at the Cambridge shop has diminished and it will
close just before Christmas.
Making the Horningsea branch their centre of operations will
enable them to develop their service-led business without the
need to split resources across two stores. It is located within
the Scotsdales Garden Centre complex.
We send them our best wishes for the future success of their
business.
Simon Nuttall

As we previously noted, the guide explains how the key to
enabling high cycling levels is excellent quality infrastructure,
appropriate to the location, as well as bicycle parking. This
guide covers the design principles required, from main roads
down to local streets, as well as complementary measures
such as cycle parking. The 36 pages aim to change developers'
and decision-makers' view of cycling, showing it to be a
mainstream and desirable mode of transport.
The guide stresses the importance of infrastructure suitable
for everyone - whether people new to cycling or those who
wish to cycle at speed without hindrance. It steers well clear
of the failed model of the British ‘dual network’ approach
(where ‘less confident’ cyclists have to put up with
inconvenient shared-use pavements mixed with pedestrians,
and ‘confident’ cyclists are deemed to be happy mixing with
hostile traffic). Instead, it argues much more strongly for the
Dutch and Danish approach whereby people of any ability can
start to cycle and do so easily and efficiently.
You can read it online (or download a PDF) at
www.makingspaceforcycling.org and we can send out paper
copies.
Please do attend the AGM. Your Committee hopes that
members will enthusiastically back the motion.
Martin Lucas-Smith
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Provision for cyclists at the North West Cambridge
development
‘Ensure a reduction in vehicles on the
Transport and congestion are together one of the biggest
issues facing Cambridge at the moment. One of the others is
the lack of housing, and consequent high accommodation
prices. New developments are desperately needed, while
minimising impact on the transport network.
Those promoting new developments in Cambridge love to talk
about cycling. They love to produce glossy brochures with
pictures of happy cyclists on empty roads. They make much of
how cycling will reduce or negate the transport impact of their
development on existing roads. The reality of their designs
rarely matches the rhetoric, and the North West Cambridge
development is no exception.
Most important of all is junction design and major roads.
Residential roads are not usually a barrier to cycling. If you
want to encourage people to cycle you don't help people get
to the end of their street by bike: you help them get out of the
development to the rest of the city.

The development
North West Cambridge is the working name of a Cambridge
University development between Madingley Road and
Huntingdon Road. Intended primarily as a housing
development for 3,500 employees and postgrads of the
university, it will also have a primary school, community
centre, health centre, shops and sports facilities. A further
1,500 houses will be available for purchase by the public.

Plan of Madingley Road West junction now under construction

network’

Developers always say that impact on the network will be
minimal. It is rarer to claim that a development will actually
reduce traffic. But that is what the North West Cambridge
development is claiming.
Their exhibition content stated: ‘The suite of measures
proposed will ensure a reduction in vehicles on the network.
As a consequence they will more than offset any increases
attributable to the development.’
Key to this is discouraging car use. The development has a
number of ‘Quality of Life’ pledges, of which Pledge 4 is ‘Low
car use will be the norm’.
However, the junctions that connect the development to the
existing road network are being designed for high capacity car
movements.

The junctions
I'm taking Madingley Road West (aka Madingley Road/ High
Cross) as my example, but the junctions are all designed on
similar principles.
While cars can exit the development in one traffic light phase,
all the pedestrian and cycle connections to the road network
are two-stage crossings. That means that cycling off-carriageway or walking you have to wait twice to cross a single road,
or four times if you need to make a diagonal movement.
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A second motor traffic lane increases the capacity of the
junction on every arm, for car traffic which we are told will not
exist.
The central islands for the crossings are offset, requiring a 90
degree turn in a small space on a bike. This is particularly hard
for anyone with a trike, or trailer, or a tag-along: i.e. those
people likely to be most vulnerable or carrying children. There
is not a lot of waiting space in the middle, which is in any case
only necessary because the crossings are two-stage. So while
car capacity is generous, the walking and cycling access has
not been made for mass movement.
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of detailed response to the issues raised by the Cambridge
Cycling Campaign and the City Council Cycling and Walking
Officer. The Principal Planner (New Neighbourhoods)
acknowledged the concerns raised, however explained that in
respect of assessing junction design the report needed to
consider all material considerations with regards to the
application and not just from one view point.’
It is extremely disappointing that even though the failure to
respond to our concerns was highlighted, it was still
considered sufficiently immaterial that councillors approved
the application without reservation on this point.

Impact on Cambridge
The road network in Cambridge is already
close to gridlock. Getting a large number of
cars out of the development in one go only
ensures worse problems along the same
roads closer to the city centre. The roads
around the development are bringing in
people from outside the city who may not
have a cycling alternative. Commuters are
hardly likely to be pleased if their journey is
made more congested by people who could
have had a good alternative to car use.

NIAB junction. Looking west across Huntingdon Road, with near crossing
emphasised. [The cover photo was taken towards here from over there.]
The toucan crossings connect up shared-use paths. For reasons
why shared-use is substandard provision, disliked by
pedestrians and cyclists alike, see Newsletter 111
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/ 111/article11.html
The High Cross junction arm has an advance stop box without
a feeder lane, but they found room for the extra queuing lane
for motor traffic.
None of the junctions provides anything other than paint
protection for people on bikes on the road. The lanes are
advisory rather than mandatory, so can legally be blocked by
vehicles.
The junctions are large, and open, and any person on a bike
who ventures to use the road as the more convenient option
will find it deeply unpleasant.
This is classic ‘two-network’ provision (see Newsletter 115
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/115/article6.html ).
Your journey can feel safe, or be convenient, but not both at
the same time. This is not a design philosophy for widespread
cycle use, and it certainly doesn't encourage it.

The planning application
Cambridge Cycling Campaign objected to the planning
application when it was first made, as did Sustrans, citing
‘inappropriately large junctions’ as the basis for their
objection.
At the Joint Development Control Committee it was recorded
in the minutes: ‘Disappointment was expressed about the lack

The Campaign will be keeping a close eye on
this development and doing what we can to
mitigate poor cycling provision, but the
approval of the planning application has
limited our options.
Hester Wells
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Scrutinising county council advice on planning
applications
For a long time, we have had concerns about the lack of
democratic accountability in the way that developers are able
to make changes to the public highway, which includes
cycleways and pavements.
This has arisen again with respect to a planning application on
Mill Road (see below), but it is part of a significant strategic
problem that we are going to make much greater efforts to
campaign on. Recent articles alluded to this issue, for
example, Klaas Brümann's article, ‘Developer creep’, in
Newsletter 114, David Earl in Newsletter 115 and Hester Wells
on page 6 of this issue.
There is currently a remarkable contrast between changes that
are publicly-funded and those which are developer-funded. We
have witnessed Area Joint Committee meetings where
councillors have, for instance, spent half an hour discussing
the removal of some trivial bollard, yet massive changes such
as the hostile reworking of King's Hedges Road in 2006 for the
Arbury Park development did not go through any committee and indeed had no democratic input whatsoever.

council officers behind closed doors, after a planning
application has been agreed. The planning committee has set
conditions requiring the developer to submit plans (giving the
detail of changes) to the county council's satisfaction. But
these changes do not usually go back to any committee and no
consultation takes place. Any cycle campaigner will tell you
that the devil is in the detail. There is a world of difference
between a cycle lane that gives way at every junction and one
that is continuous.
So, on King's Hedges Road in 2006 for instance, the
developers worked up plans to change that road, which
officers at the county council commented on; plans were
iterated until those officers were satisfied. The changes were
then made. A series of build-outs which did not meet
government requirements for safe passing widths meant that
cyclists were becoming squeezed. (We later obtained, through
Freedom of Information requests, details of safety audits
showing that the problem had been recognised.) Yet had this
been a publicly-funded scheme, there would have been
enormous amounts of consultation; we would have objected to
this and argued for a completely different approach to
improving the road, involving proper space for cycling. You
can see the history of this issue at http://www.camcycle.org.
uk/campaigning/issues/arburypark/ . This is but one example.

There is currently a remarkable contrast
between changes that are publiclyfunded and those which are developerfunded.
We've seen councillors spend 30
minutes discussing removal of a trivial
What is happening here? Basically the planning system rightly
bollard, yet the massive and hostile
requires developers to ameliorate the effects of their proposed
changes to King's Hedges Road went
developments on the public infrastructure. For instance, a new
through without any democratic input
housing development creates new vehicle movements and
traffic. It is therefore reasonable for the county council to
whatsoever, because they were funded
require that the housing developer fund changes to public
by a developer.
highways to deal with this - otherwise the taxpayer foots the
bill. This system of developer-funded contributions is called
the ‘Section 106’ system.

The problem is that the exact nature of such changes is mostly
agreed by negotiation between the developer and county

A few years later, the county then spent over £100,000 of
taxpayer money in the same place on King's Hedges Road
ameliorating the worst of the pinch point problems. This
would have been avoided had there been some kind of public
consultation on the changes.
Another, smaller, example is a developer-funded pedestrian
crossing on Chesterton Lane which appeared without any
public consultation. Its design created a dangerous narrowing.
Crucially, the local councillor at the time told us: ‘The first
time I knew about this crossing was when it appeared onstreet!’ We think it is incredible that not even the elected local
representative had been consulted.
Nowadays, documentation on all city council planning
applications can be viewed online, at www.cambridge.gov.uk/
planningpublicaccess, which is very welcome. These include
all correspondence on each application.
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that we are increasingly having concerns. It means that the
decision of an officer who is perhaps not particularly interested
in cycling issues, or does not agree with the principle of space
for cycling, or who is unaware of potential improvements that
the public (such as us) have earlier advocated, is taken as
gospel in a way that is almost impossible to change later. This
is scandalous.

Crossing installed (without consultation). The design of the road
width here is so bad that the poor-quality cycle lanes had to be
added in mitigation!

These decisions have also been incredibly arbitrary at times.
During the decision-making process on the Mill Road Tesco
development in 2009 for instance, the officer responding on
behalf of the county council initially wrote that there was no
problem with a lorry stopping on Mill Road itself for 41
minutes twice a day. Any reasonable member of the public
would objectively take the view that this is ludicrous, given the
existing problems with deliveries to traders. Then, at a later
stage of the process, the county council oddly (but thankfully)
issued a different view taking the opposite stance.

Planning applications involve a period of several weeks when
members of the public can submit their views, and potentially
object. As part of this same process, the city council consults
with statutory consultees such as the highways department of
the county council, to ask their views on proposals. The county
responds, and this becomes the official ruling on the safety or
appropriateness of highway changes. Often, this view will
carry very strong weight all the way through to a public
inquiry, should the development be refused and the developer
take it to appeal for a government inspector to determine.

When the county council issues a
judgement on a proposed new
development, their view goes through
no public scrutiny, and it remains as
unchallengeable gospel all the way
through to the development being built.

Again, there is no way for the public to influence the county
council highways department's view. It is at this crucial stage

The North West Cambridge development is a more recent case.
It includes hostile changes to junctions which we have strong
concerns about (see article on page 8), but which have been
approved following unchallengeable advice by the county
council which never had any public scrutiny. They took the
view, which we disagree with, that two-stage crossings would
not be unfriendly to cyclists and pedestrians.
Yet, in the same location on Huntingdon Road, the recent and
very welcome cycleway proposals, which will be harmed by
these changes, had half a year of consultation and committee
decisions. The junctions will have a far more chilling effect on
safety, yet we are now stuck with them. Perhaps in 5-10 years,
the county council will end up having to spend taxpayer money
reworking the junctions, as happened on King's Hedges Road.
In our response to the Local Plan consultation at the end of
2013, we wrote:
There is no mention whatsoever of public consultation
over details of S106/CIL [Community Infrastructure Levy a partial replacement for S106] agreements. There is clear
evidence of unsuitable infrastructure being provided
following negotiation in private between a developer and
the council without any public scrutiny. Where changes to
public realm are proposed, these should be subject to
public agreement in committee, exactly the same as
publicly funded changes are.
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/campaigning/letters/2013/
C13014CambridgeLocalPlanMainConsultation.pdf
The city council ignored this concern, though it is possible we
might be able to raise it during the Local Plan inspection
hearings soon.
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We have started to take a more aggressive
stance on this issue in an effort to open
the internal decision-making process
within the county to public scrutiny. We
will be issuing Freedom of Information
requests to the county every time we see
their official consultee comments on
planning applications to the city council
proposing a view we feel is inappropriate
or poorly evidenced. In this way, we will
be putting the county on notice that we
want decision-making to improve. We
want space for cycling to be actively and
properly considered when such views are
produced.
We have recently made such a request
with respect to a planned development at
There is a proposal for a loading bay here, outside 103 Mill Road, currently Mickey
103 Mill Road, where the owners of the
Flynns. Is there really space?
pool hall have proposed putting a delivery
bay in the straight-line path of the
on the list of casualty black spots in the whole of
pavement. Pedestrians would have to divert round it, and it
Cambridgeshire).
would inevitably be used by taxis and others making ‘quick
stops’. Moreover, according to our own internal experts, a lorry The initial response of the county council's highways
representative is that they are minded to accept such a
cannot actually get into the space proposed without driving
change. So we have submitted a public Freedom of Informover the remainder of the pavement. The city council's
disability officer has told us he has concerns: we can see why - ation request asking: how such a decision accords with the
county's stated policies to put pedestrians then cyclists above
this is almost certainly problematic for the partially-sighted,
cars then delivery vehicles; how the risk has been assessed
for instance.
given the existing collision problem in the area; and whether
Additional lorry movements are not, in our view, welcome in
the applicant's assertions on lorry tracking have actually been
an area which is probably already the most chaotic stretch for
scrutinised. We have also asked what public consultation
vehicle movements in the whole of Mill Road (which itself is
would take place, in a slightly tongue-in-cheek attempt to
highlight the contrast with the large amount of consultation
on publicly-funded projects. If this was a change funded by the
county council, there would be a lot of consultation, and
probably a negative public response, we think. www.whatdo
theyknow.com/request/background_information_for_highw

We will be issuing Freedom of
Information requests to the county
every time we see their official
consultee comments proposing a view
we feel is inappropriate or poorly
evidenced.
If you see any planning applications in play where the county
council seem to have produced a poor highways judgement to
the city council, please let us know and we can hopefully
introduce similar scrutiny into the process. The Mill Road
example above is far from an isolated case, as the other
examples show, but is the first of a more pro-active approach
to tackle arbitrary and poor-quality advice from the county
council. Hopefully, the county will realise they are being
watched, and do a better job.
Martin Lucas-Smith
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Bus and cycle lane markings
Anyone who cycles along Newmarket
Road will know that the bus and cycle
lanes there are constantly abused by
drivers. Somehow, many drivers seem to
think if they are turning left into the retail
parks it is fine to dip into the bus lane and
jump the traffic queue.
To try to reduce this problem here and
elsewhere in the city, the county council is
proposing to use cameras to police the
lanes. We've supported them in doing this.
However, we were rather alarmed to find
the road markings were being changed in
many locations, replacing 'Bus and [cycle
symbol] Lane' with just 'Bus Lane'. Many
of those markings were installed at our
instigation when bus lanes first began to
be used seriously in Cambridge, many
years ago now, specifically because the
wording led to harassment from drivers
(especially bus drivers) thinking cyclists
had no right to be there. We were and
remain concerned that removing the
markings now will lead many bus drivers
to think cyclists were being explicitly
excluded from bus lanes and intimidate
cyclists because of that.
It is not, of course, the case that cyclists
are being excluded, and the remaining
smaller signage ought to, but does not
really, make this clear in an environment
where drivers of all kinds are looking for
opportunities to put cyclists in the wrong.
The problem is that the Department for
Transport (DfT) is very prescriptive as to
how signs and markings are presented:
apparently only ‘Bus Lane’ not ‘Bus and
Bus lane road markings redrawn to statutory requirements, stopping loophole lawyers
Cycle Lane’ is permitted. That would not
be a problem in itself, except that lots of getting motorists off the hook. Now only the blue sign indicates other permitted vehicles.
drivers have been using that technicality
to have their convictions overturned, and in some cases
We had hoped that the round of changes to signs currently
councils have returned all bus lane infringement fines because being consulted on by the Department for Transport would be
the markings were not precisely as required by the DfT. Clearly, an opportunity for the signage requirements to be relaxed
Cambridgeshire County Council did not want the cameras'
more generally in bus and cycle lanes, but the DfT's idea of
effectiveness to be undermined by incorrect markings.
consultation does not apparently extend to accepting
suggestions and they refused to accept this as a submission!
We have discussed this with the county council. They have
paused in making these changes as the matter has to be
It does, however, seem that the whole scheme had a narrow
referred to a committee now (though we withdrew our formal
escape when minister Eric Pickles made another ‘stop the war
objection, there are others). They have agreed to use some
on motorists’ attempt to ban using camera enforcement
extra non-statutory (yellow) signs to emphasis that cyclists are altogether. A howl of protest apparently led to a rapid U-turn
permitted in the bus lanes, and to apply to the DfT for
on that. It is so strange that in every other sphere, politicians
permission to use additional cycle markings on the road in bus want to seem tough on crime and have a ‘lock-em-up-andlanes throughout the county. They also agreed to approach the throw-away-the-key’ approach - except when it comes to
bus companies to make sure drivers were aware that cyclists
driving, when they seem keen to overlook or downplay
continue to be legitimate users of bus and cycle lanes, and to
motoring offences.
reinforce this through the media.
David Earl
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New cycle parking around Cambridge city centre
An excellent programme of adding around 600 new cycle parking spaces
around Cambridge city centre was undertaken during the summer, a
project led by then Councillor Tim Ward with cross-party backing.
This programme happened after sustained lobbying over many years by
Cambridge Cycling Campaign.
The project is visibly clearing pavements that were strewn with bikes to
the detriment of walkers and the disabled, by allocating secure spaces
instead. It is noticeable that some areas that had bikes half-covering
the pavement (even outside university term time) can now be much
more freely walked through and are much tidier.
The creation of official cycle parking spaces brings many
benefits. As well as providing security, it gives the clear
message that cycling is a real mode of transport, to be
allocated space and resources accordingly, rather than
something merely to be tolerated grudgingly.
New cycle parking is economically beneficial. It means
more people can access the city centre. A very small
number of pay-and-display parking spaces were
removed for this project, despite concerns from some
parts of the county council that this would reduce revenue
at a time of cutbacks. But this view does not take into
account that cycle parking is the best, in fact the only, way
nowadays to increase the number of people that can access the
city centre, with the economic benefits that brings.
Those ten former pay-and-display spaces, representing probably
about 15 or 20 people arriving by car, have been replaced by space
for 80 people, with high occupancy rates. In a city with an
expanding population due to tens of thousands of houses being
built, there is no way that all these new people could access the
city centre by car, because there simply isn't the space. Even
public transport is reaching limits because of the lack of
space for bus stop bays.
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Approval of a small number of the new areas of cycle
parking was paused while issues relating to disabled car
parking spaces were resolved. We do not support removal
of disabled parking that is in active use, and so had no
problems with this delay to ensure this issue could be
resolved satisfactorily.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign would like to see this successful
programme continued with additional spaces, where possible
locations come to light. We were a little disappointed that King's
Parade, and the area outside Trinity Hall, for instance, were not
included. Hopefully the success of the current new spaces will
spur on efforts for new spaces.
Likewise, cycle parking on the corner of Parker's Piece near
Pizza Hut is still in very short supply, despite highly
obstructive car parking remaining on Regent Terrace, and
despite this being a very heavily-used walking and
cycle route. We did not consent to the original plans
to take away parts of the grass for cycle parking,
arguing that car parking should instead be removed.
The latter has not happened because officers argued that
turning space is required, but further along would be
possible (and indeed is where cars are often parked).
In some cases, the design of the cycle parking racks is a little
perplexing. In some places, high-capacity racks have been used
but at normal spacing. Our continued policy view is that highcapacity racks should only ever be used instead of normal Sheffield
stands in exceptional circumstances. This is because Sheffield stands
provide the greatest ease of access and accessibility to all. For instance,
people with larger baskets have problems with high-capacity stands.
Also, they can be accessed from both sides, which for instance avoids
the problem outside Sainsbury's where accessing the cycle parking
means intruding into a busy pedestrian thoroughfare.
These points aside, the programme is a great success and we think the
city council and the individuals who pushed it through and worked on it
are due strong congratulations.
A third city centre cycle park is very much still needed, following the
success of Park Street Cycle Park and the Grand Arcade Cycle Park.
Martin Lucas-Smith
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City of Cambridge Crematorium ... has no cycle parking
I went to a funeral recently at the City of Cambridge Crematorium. From my office in Oakington,
the Crematorium is less than a couple of miles
away, and it never occurred to me that it would be
inappropriate to travel by bike. I crossed the A14 at
the bridge to Dry Drayton, cut through Hacker's
Fruit Farm, and then only had about 300m going
the wrong way on the hard shoulder of the A14 to
get to the Crematorium. (That isn't as bad as it
sounds, the hard shoulder here is dead space
between the Crematorium and the Oakington - Dry
Drayton junction.)
I was shocked when I got there, I could find
nowhere to park my bike. In the end, having looked
around, I locked it to a young tree in a shrubbery
bed. Which was not good for the tree, or for my
well-polished shoes.
I have been back since, to check that the emotion
of the occasion hadn't caused me to miss
something obvious. But no, I could find absolutely
no facilities for bike parking.

A14 traffic approaching from the south east and passing the crematorium
entrance.

I can understand that in the present hostile
environment of the A14, there are not many
visitors who arrive at the Crematorium by bike. But
the proposals for the A14 will change that, and will
make this facility of Cambridge City Council much
more cycle-accessible. Come on, Cambridge City
Council - you need to do better here.
Richard Moss

City council information about
the crematorium
Location
Cambridge Crematorium
Huntingdon Road
Cambridge CB3 0JJ
Our map of council buildings shows where the
crematorium is, and our Cambridge City Crematorium
webpage contains directions.

The crematorium entrance (and exit in the background).

Access to the building
There is ramped access throughout the building and
accessible toilets. A wheelchair accessible pathway
through the cemetery leads to the memorial woodland.
Parking
The east car park has 44 car parking spaces and two Blue
Badge parking spaces, and the west car park has 54 car
spaces and two Blue Badge spaces.
Getting there
Huntingdon Road Cemetery and Cambridge Crematorium
are five miles from the centre of Cambridge, off the A14
westbound carriageway.
The Citi 5 bus service stops outside the main entrance,
although visitors leaving the crematorium need to catch
the bus to Bar Hill for the return journey to Cambridge.
https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/crematorium

A14 traffic heading northwest passing the crematorium exit.
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Research finds traffic-free routes encourage walking & cycling

Pont y Werin over the Ely River looking from Penarth towards Cardiff Bay. A4055 road bridge in left side middle distance.
(photo: Andre Neves).
Providing new, high-quality, traffic-free
cycling and walking routes in local
communities has encouraged more
people to get about by foot and by
bike, according to a new study led by
Cambridge researchers.
Two years after new routes were
developed by charity Sustrans with
local authorities, people living nearby
increased their total levels of physical
activity, compared to those living
further away. People living 1km (0.6
miles) from the new routes had
increased their time spent walking and
cycling by an average of 45 minutes per
week more than those living 4km (2.5
miles) away.
This amount of walking and cycling
could make a substantial contribution
to helping people achieve the
Pont y Werin viewed from the A4055 road bridge. Penarth bank on the right.
recommended two and a half hours per
(photo: Andre Neves)
week of physical activity. Crucially,
All these new crossings then linked into extensive networks of
when the researchers looked at the total amount of physical
travel routes.
activity people did, there was no evidence that gains in
walking and cycling were offset by being less active in other
The new findings are another piece in the jigsaw of support
ways. This suggests that the new routes have encouraged local for changing the environment in a way that makes walking
people to become more active overall. This is important in that and cycling safer, more convenient and more attractive.
it shows that interventions of this sort not only provide more
Although it may seem intuitive that improving facilities for
pleasant routes to travel, but can also play a part in public
walking and cycling will help make the population more
health efforts to prevent diabetes, heart disease and other
active, this has rarely been tested in practice, and most of the
chronic conditions.
existing studies have been done in other parts of the world.
The study was led by researchers at the MRC Epidemiology
Unit at the University of Cambridge, and was published in the
American Journal of Public Health. The researchers surveyed
adults living in three communities before and after they
benefited from a national initiative led by the sustainable
transport charity Sustrans, and funded by the Big Lottery Fund,
to build or improve walking and cycling routes at 84 towns,
cities and villages around the UK.
The three communities studied were in Cardiff, where the
centrepiece of the project was a new traffic-free bridge across
Cardiff Bay; in Kenilworth in Warwickshire, where a new
traffic-free bridge was built across a busy trunk road to link the
town to a rural greenway; and in Southampton, where a new
boardwalk was built along the shore of the tidal River Itchen.

This is one of the first studies to show that changing the
environment to support walking and cycling in the UK can
have measurable benefits for public health.

It is also notable that the researchers did not see a significant
effect on activity until the two-year follow-up, which shows
that it can take time for the benefits of this sort of investment
to be fully realised. The benefits were equally spread between
men and women and between adults of different ages and
social groups. However, people without access to a car were
more likely to increase their activity levels than those who
had a car.
There is more about the iConnect study at www.iconnect.ac.uk
Oliver Francis
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Cycling infrastructure as experienced by two older visitors
I invited my parents, who are both in their 70s, to Cambridge to
see the Tour de France come through. Since they have both
cycled all their lives, I suggested they bring their bikes with
them as that would probably be easier than battling with buses
and long walks. Actually they were fine about this and then
said that, as they were staying until Wednesday, they'd like to
go to St Ives on the Tuesday – not using their bus passes!
They come from a small town near Bath. When my father was
first working, he lived in a village and cycled the 6 or so miles
along the A roads to work in the town. You could in the 1950s.
When they married they lived in the town, and always used
their bikes, not the car. My mother still cycles 1950s style,
starting off by scooting along on one pedal then putting her
other leg through and mounting. This probably does mean you
have to use less torque to get going and may be the only way
for some older people to manage, but is not terribly practical if
your cycling is very stop-start, as it often is in Cambridge. Their
current favourite ride is the Bristol & Bath Railway Path (NCN
route 4).

The party atmosphere.

Day 1 – Tour de France day
We headed down from Milton to Shelford, via the Haling Way,
then past Tesco on Newmarket Road, through the car parks of
the shops and through the Beehive. That's where the problems
with infrastructure started. Neither of them could manage
those awful railings on the way from Riverside to Newmarket
Road Tesco but had to get off and walk. As it was before 8am,
all the car parks were pretty quiet so that was a fairly smooth
experience. The next problem was Vera's Way, the route off the
Beehive to Sleaford Street. Again, they had to get off and walk.
It was just too narrow and twisty for them. What I was
beginning to suspect by then was that neither of them would
win a ‘slow bicycle race’ nor manage the kind of stop-start
cycling which is also de rigueur in Cambridge.
We wended our way to the station, although I'd forgotten that
they'd not cope with the path from Devonshire Road and going
through the quite busy car park. They loved the southern
Busway. I did walk them over the junction to head to
Addenbrooke's as I figured that was really the best thing to do.
We eventually found the Genome Path, but it was a good thing
I'd got ahead of them on Francis Crick Avenue, as it took me
ages to spot the sign, and the path in a less-than-obvious
place. That needs sorting. It's rubbish. They enjoyed the
Genome Path greatly, apart from getting onto Granhams Lane
at the end. Such a ghastly ending to such a great route.
Had we known that actually the outer ‘closed’ roads were
pretty open to cyclists before about 10am, I'd have taken them
down Brooklands Avenue instead so they could cycle some of
the route. We did a bit in reverse after the Tour had passed,
stopping to see the vintage bikes at Trumpington, and watched
the end of the stage on the big screen at Parker's Piece. It was
a fantastic atmosphere everywhere both before the Tour
passed – expectation and a real party atmosphere – and after
the Tour had been through, with people enjoying the lack of
traffic apart from pedestrians and bikes, especially in Shelford
and Trumpington. And so to home. We went through the
Beehive again reversing our morning route. They didn't cope so

The party atmosphere 2.

Le Tour itself. (Photo: Tony Coleman).
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well this time, as the car parks were very busy indeed. I don't
think sending a cycle route like the Chisholm Trail through car
parks is sensible if we want to persuade non-cyclists to use
bikes; if a couple who have cycled all their lives, albeit in a
quieter and smaller place than Cambridge, find it scary and
difficult, it is not a suitable cycle route.

Day 2 – the northern Busway

Are there really that many cycle first responders?

One way to get from Milton to the Busway.

Entrance to
the Busway

I could write an entire article about the fact that the residents
of Milton are clearly NOT MEANT to aspire to cycle north out of
Cambridge on the Busway. There is no clear clue as to exactly
how you get onto the Busway from Cowley Road. Since it was a
working day, I didn't think getting them to follow some of the
‘Cambridge moves’ I'd do would be sensible (cycle south on the
Milton Road and turn right, clearly signalling), so we used the
toucans. Or rather I toucanned, they walked. They'd never seen
one before. ‘It's a pedestrian crossing so you must walk, surely
it's not legal to cycle on a pedestrian crossing?’. And my mum's
cycling style, once she'd realised she had a legal right to cycle
across it, couldn't cope with the chicanes and barriers and the
sheer number of times you have to stop and start just to cross a
road. The signage on the shared-use path on the western side
of Milton Road also wasn't clear enough to stop them thinking I
was breaking the law, so they walked there too.
Once we got onto the Busway, all was fine. Until we hit the first
‘mystery junction’ at Histon Station, where it's really not very
clear that cyclists have to cross from one side of the Busway to
the other. And the lights don’t give you very long to cross,
certainly not if you start off by scooting. After a couple of goes,
we finally all got across. The next bit of fun was negotiating the
strange barrier things where you cross Park Lane. From a
distance you can't tell how far apart they are, and they both got
off thinking they were like the barriers on the Newmarket Road
Tesco path. What are they for? And wouldn't it be nice if the
traffic lights turned green for us as we got to each, deserted,
road. No, we were supposed to stop each time, and either look
each way and go, or press a button and wait a long time.
But we were making good progress on a lovely sunny, hot day.
The flowers were pretty, and we saw many butterflies and heard
loads of yellowhammers and woodpeckers. When we got to Fen
Drayton Lakes, I said we should have a look and, as we found a
picnic table overlooking water, we had a very early lunch. The
decent cycle racks there were already being well-used.
And so to St Ives. Or, the ‘where on earth are we meant to go
now?’ moment. You are pitched onto a zebra crossing. But
surely this is a cycleway? Then you get to a toucan across the
most horrible-looking fast road I'd ever seen close to a town. No
signs to St Ives for cyclists or pedestrians, perhaps ones who've
taken the Guided Bus to the place. Obviously the only people
who are supposed to go to St Ives are those who live there
already, not those from Cambridge! They don't want tourists in
St Ives. I figured that surely we weren't meant to go onto that
horrible-looking road so we took the road that apparently only
buses could enter, but we seemed to have a side pavement bit.
Not sure if what we did was legal, but it seemed fairly safe. This
needs fixing. It's just rubbish. And people do cycle in St Ives as
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what has been provided. Their balance may be less good as
they get older and they may have more trouble getting on and
off a bike and may be much slower. Is this why many older
people give up riding a bike, a particularly beneficial form of
exercise, which is also useful for getting around? They begin
to find the on-road experience terrifying, but find the off-road
experience, which should be perfect for them, disorientating
and difficult.
Heather Coleman

No seats, but a work of art sufficed as a substitute.
when we got to the Market Place, we had trouble parking as
most of the racks were full.
After a while there we decided to head for home. It was a hot
day. We were all getting tired. Oh for somewhere to dismount
and sit down to have a drink, like there is on the Genome
Path. There is not a single seat where walkers or cyclists can
stop and have a rest on the entire Busway. Obviously you're
not meant to use it unless you know you are up to it, a bit like
climbing Snowdon.
Once we'd battled our way back across the Milton Road, I
thought it would be plain sailing to get home. It seemed silly
to come off the Jane Coston bridge, go around the miniroundabout onto the Cambridge Road, in order to turn right
onto Coles Road less than 200 yards later. Normally I use the
road because the eastern shared-use path is so awful, but I
was thinking they'd not enjoy a roundabout and a right turn.
I'd forgotten the bit about not being able to do slow bicycle
races, and my poor mother walked along most of the rubbish
shared-use pavement on the east of the Cambridge Road as
you need to cycle slowly so you can give way at the numerous
junctions if needed. I've got used to it on the rare occasions I
use it. Again, another example of facilities only being suitable
for those who know them very well!

Conclusion
There are two aspects to this account of
what was a very pleasant couple of days
cycling around the area with my parents.
Firstly, if you are used to cycling on
roads as my parents have done all their
lives, you may find some off-road cycle
facilities quite baffling. I'm sure if roads
for cars were signposted as poorly as
many of the facilities we used, there
would be lost people, congestion and
possibly accidents through people
simply being mistaken and getting it
wrong. Secondly, the brief for the design
of many facilities is that an intelligent
twelve-year old can use it. There seems
to have been no thought about how
people of more mature years, who may
have cycled all their lives, will cope with

Mystery route to St Ives?

Are we meant to go over
there? I can see a blue
sign in the distance, so
maybe this is a cycle
route?
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Campaign Diary
Monthly meetings
The Campaign's monthly general meeting is held in the
Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane on the first Tuesday of
each month. Business starts at 8.00pm, with tea and coffee
from 7.30pm, and a chance to chat, and for us to introduce
ourselves to new members. The agenda includes
opportunities to discuss current issues and planning matters.
Sometimes there is a speaker.
Next meetings: 7 October, 4 November, 2 December.
Tuesday 4 November will be the AGM and there will also be
a speaker: Sir David Spiegelhalter, Winton Professor for the
Public Understanding of Risk, who will talk on whether
cycling is risky.

Seasonal social
Monday 15 December venue to be confirmed.

#CamRideHome
#CamRideHome rides start at 6pm on the last Friday of the
month from outside The Mill pub on Mill Lane. They tour part
of the city at a steady pace, returning to the pub for a drink
an hour later. Led by Ben Hayward Cycles. CamRideHome is a
ride aimed at encouraging safe commuting. Experienced
riders, riding around the urban cycle network with those less
experienced, passing on hints and tips on riding, clothing,
lights, interacting with other users. Explore the network, find
treasures of Cambridge outside your usual radar!

Newsletter dates
There are several opportunities for members to help with the
Newsletter. One is by writing articles, taking photos and
providing other illustrations. There is advice about this and
style guidelines on our website
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/guidelines.html .
Copy deadline for Newsletter 117 December 2014 - January
2015: Sunday 26 October 2014.
The copy deadline is now 10 days before the monthly
meeting, so we can be more confident of getting Newsletters
distributed before the start of the month.
Volunteers are also needed to help put Newsletters into
envelopes and then to deliver them. If you might be able to
assist, please contact Lisa Woodburn (via contact@camcycle.
org.uk) who co-ordinates this. Stuffing of the Newsletter is
usually on the last Tuesday or Wednesday of the month
before the Newsletter appears.
Newsletter meetings: These are held every two months,
shortly after the Newsletter has appeared, to discuss the
most recent issue and plan the next one. They are held at
5.30pm in Grads Café on the 3rd floor of the University
Centre. The next one is likely to be on Monday 13 October.

City and County Council
committees
Campaign members may be interested in attending Planning
Committee and Area Committee meetings, which often
include cycling and walking issues. Development Control
Forum and Joint Development Control Committee meetings,
which determine the Planning Applications relating to the
major housing development proposals for the Cambridge
sub-region, are also open to the public. The Development
Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee meetings also often cover
walking/cycling/transport issues.
Information on dates and venues is on www.cambridge.
gov.uk/democracy/ and minutes of meetings are also
available. Agendas are usually online there about a week in
advance. Please check the website in case meetings have
been cancelled or times or venues changed.
Development Control Forum: usually on a Wednesday at
10.00am in Committee Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next
meetings: 8 October; 12 November.
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee: usually on a
Tuesday at 4.30pm in Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next meetings:
21 October; 11 November; 9 December.
East Area Committee: usually a Thursday at 7.00pm in the
Meeting Room - Cherry Trees Day Centre. Next meeting: 23
October.
Joint Development Control - Cambridge Fringes Development Control Forum: usually a Wednesday at
10.00am in Committee Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next
meetings: 22 October; 26 November (note that most of the
meetings this year have been cancelled).
Joint Development Control Committee - Cambridge Fringes:
usually a Wednesday at 10.30am in Committee Room 1 & 2 Guildhall. Next meetings: 15 October; 19 November.
North Area Committee: usually a Thursday at 6.30pm. Next
meetings: 30 October; 18 December - venues to be
announced.
Planning Committee: usually a Wednesday at 9.30am in
Committee Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next meetings: 1
October; 5 November; 3 December.
South Area Committee: usually a Monday at 7.00pm. Next
meetings: 13 October; 18 December - venues to be
announced
West Central Area Committee: usually a Wednesday at
7.00pm. Next meeting: 29 October at Castle Street Methodist
Church, Castle Street, Cambridge, CB3 OAH.

Cambridge Cycling Campaign reserves the right to decline to
promote events or activities where helmets or high-visibility
clothing are required or implied.

.
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QTSQ routes
On a ride out from Cambridge a few
weekends ago, I was intrigued to see a
sign for a permissive bridleway marked
with the logo of the Quarter-To-Six
Quadrant (QTSQ). I'd never heard of this,
but having found its website (http://qtsq.
org.uk) it strikes me that it's a rather
clever initiative by the four parish
councils to the west of Cambridge Barton, Coton, Grantchester and
Madingley - to position themselves as
the ‘green lungs’ of Cambridge,
presumably with a view to forestalling
unwelcome future developments. And
good luck to them!
As part of this, permissive bridleways
have been opened up in co-operation
http://www.cyclestreets.net/location//60760/

Advertisements
Large dutch cargo bike plus
accessories can be electrically
assisted. £750. For much more
info and to see contact Debbie
07729433751
Members of Cambridge Cycling
Campaign are welcome to place
cycling-related Small Ads in our
newsletter without charge, as part
of our service. Please see
www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters
/smalladverts.html
http://www.cyclestreets.net/location/19384/
with local farmers - their leaflet (also at http://qtsq.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2013/05/wwrr.pdf) is entitled ‘Wonderful
Walks and Rural Runs’ but as bridleways they are also open to
cyclists unless the landowner specifically withdraws
permission. The Joint Vision document http://qtsq.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2012/05/QTSQfinalA.pdf (published back in
May 2012) does mention the need for better cycle access, but I
get the feeling they still assume that driving will be most
people's default option.
The Coton Countryside Reserve already has some decent
cycleable routes linking to the Coton Path; however Burwash
Manor (www.burwash manorfarm.com/walks) and the Countryside Restoration Trust's Lark Rise Farm (http://countryside
restorationtrust.com) only offer walking routes (Burwash
Manor has decent cycle parking, Lark Rise does not). And of
course, the Cantalupe Farm route, a very useful alternative to
the A10, is not included. I don't think its owners will ever be
interested in cycle access.
Tim Burford

Cycle rides

.

Do you cycle around Cambridge and fancy going a bit
further? If so, why not come for a ride with CTC Cambridge?
We hold up to six rides a week in the countryside around
Cambridge, and know all the prettiest and quietest routes.
Our rides are sociable, non-competitive and moderatelypaced, and always include refreshment stops. Non-CTC
members are welcome to come and try us out.
See our calendar of rides at www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk for
full details. Winter rides format starts after the clocks
change on 26 October. All rides are graded to give an
indication of speed and distance so you should be able to
find a ride which suits you. If you're unsure, our twicemonthly Saturday morning rides are a great way to start.
Nigel Deakin

